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BLOOD
DRIVE
October 5 & 6

Payette appointed new Senate treasurer
by Robert J . Kosinski
Stude n t
Sena tor
Jim
Payette was appointed as t he
T rea su re r of the Studen t
Governmen t at t h e S enate
meeting of Monday, September 27. P ayette assumes those
duties beginning today, Octo-

ber 1, succeeding Tom Lasser,
who resigned from participation in Studen t Government at
the previous meeting.
Payette has been extremely
active in the Student Senate
over t he past t hree years. He
is currently serving as chair-
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man of the Student Fees and
Allocations Committee and is
a memb er of t he P arking
Appeals Board and the Student Representative and Campus Co-ordinator of Northeastern to the Association of
Illinois Student Governments
and has served on various
permanent and ad hoc committees throughout those three
years.
Pay e tte is also now the
elected student representative
from Northea s tern to t he
Board of Governors.
Senate President Bob McDonald rationalized his nomination of Payette for the
position by his past performance an d service to t h e
. students of Northeastern, his

accessibility to students and
student groups and his knowledge of Student Government
and the duties of t he Treasurer.
Payet t e's duties as Treasurer will be the authorizat ion of
Student Senate expenditures
wit h the concurrance of t he
Senate President; t he presentation of a full financial report
to the Student Senate at least
once a month ; ·t o serve on t he
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee ; to supervise the
main tenance and distrib{;.tion
of Student Sena te vehicles ;
and t o j ointly supervise t he
expenditures and distribution
related to Student Duplicating
and Ma iling a n d General
Stores supplies .

FRIDAY, 1, OCTOBER, 1976,

Protesters mar 'Baby
Contest' festivities
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
While members of the UNI
Righ t to Life Organization
conducted a baby contest,
Thursday, September 23 in 'the
courtyard, student demonstrators carried signs, voiced their

objections to the amount of
energy and money spent in
organizing the ev ent, and
distributed flyers emphasizing
their concern fo r improved
campus child care services.
Marchers told PRINT that .

many parent s and concerned
students have been devoting
their efforts in a more positive
way to improve the child care
facilities n o w available to
parents attending classes at
Northeastern Illinois University . They stated that they
found it ironic that the age
group invit ed t o participate in
the contest (up to 24 months)
is an age group that presently
. has no provisions i.'t:.c care at
Northeastern. Only children Senator Jim Payette awaits the ·s enate decision on his
between the ages of 2½ and 6 appointment ·as treasurer. [P~oto by Carol Jean Zalatoris]
can be accomodated at the
present UNI Day Care Center.
The baby contest was t he
.
firs t event sponsored by Right ~--- ---·
to Life since the organization
received a tempqrary charter
from the Student Senate fo
August.
Twenty -two children and
Payette and Senators Robert
by Robert J. Kosinski
their parents participated in
Kosinski and Joan Lipshultz.
· the afternoon contest.
In action occurring at the
The election of students to
The youngest entry was
Student S enate meeting of
fill 13 vacant positions on t he
Stephen Sipp (2 months), and
September 27 , the senate
Student Senate will take place
the oldest was Eric Johnson
adopted a resolution presented
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
(24 months). Ot her part ici - October 19 and 20 between the
by Rob Gerowitz calling for
pants included: Joanna Shimthe official recognition of the
hours of 9 am and 7 pm.
new building~-- commonly
Those Senators whose terms
(Cont'd on page 10)
known as the Commuter
have run their course are :
Marshall Bronaugh, Rick Rios,
Center Building, as the StuBob Falk, Don Orzeske, Rob . dent Union of Northeastern.
Also, the Young Worker's
Gerowitz, Kathy Zyrkowski,
Bill Guerra, J ohn Welt, Brent
Liberation League was granted
Leather man , Mike Cunning- ·a tempory Charter as a
ham, George Shimko, Chuck
recognized campus organizaMiceli and Julie Prorok. Those
tion. A group called, Students
senators may run again for the
for Palestine was delayed from
similar recognition because of
positions if they choose.
shirt, he occasionally sipped on
a possible duplication of
The term of a Student
a can of Michalob and puffed
Senator is one full year and
purpose with the already
on cigarette after cigarette
elections are held twice a year
chartered club, Students for
while addressing the unusually
(13 positions in the Fall and 12
Israel.
small group that attended.
in the Winter.)
A move was made to revoke
However, he kept his audience
the charter of the Puerto Rican
Petitions for placement on
entertained for 90 minutes;
Students Alliance because of
the ballot are available, in the
one half hour longer than he
the absence of the required
Student Government Office
agreed to in his contract.
(E-205S). Completed petitions
advisor for the group, but the
He brought a pile of record
club was given until October
will be due.in the office at least
albums and flung them into
one week prior to the election,
28 to acquire a new advisor
the audience. Lujack called the
before any such 'a ction is
if the individuals name is to
game record catch; " you catch
appear on the ballot.
taken.
it , you keep it ." A number of
The next Student Senate
Members of the Fall election
albums went to the giggling
committee are President Bob
meeting will be on October 11
groupies that occupied t he
at 7 pm in Room 217 of the
McDonald,
Vice-president
(Cont 'd on page 9) Judy Macior, Treasurer Jim
Student Union Building.

Student Senate
elections Oct. 19 & 20

Protesters bear signs and talk to by-standers at Right to Life
'Baby Contest'. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris].

Lujack 'mellow' to

sparse UNI crowd
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
On the evening of Thursday,
September 23 , many students
were sitt ing in their homes
wat ching the first in a series of
president ial candidate debates
b e tween Gerald Ford and
Jimmy Carter. But some
students remained at Northeastern Illinois University that
evening and saw WLS Radio
d is k jockey Larry " Super
J ock" Lujack in the Auditorium.
The evening was opened by
Da nny FUip ek who chewed
and swallowed a double-edged

stainless steel razor blade.
Fads are always being introduced. Once it was fashionable
to swallow goldfish, but today's maspchistic society prefers to swallow razor blades.
Both Lujack and the audience
were puzzled but somewhat
impressed by the spectacle
which was suppos idly unscheduled and unrehearsed.
Luj ack stood slouching behind a lectern before an
audience of maybe 75 people,
and that fiITT}re may well be an
exaggeration. Dre,ssed in worn
jeans and a wrinkled denim
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let-t ers

Colleges, or UNI itself.
2. The instruction which
may substitute for the exam
must fall within the limits
specified by that law. Even in
such course of instruction, the
law requires that the subjects
listed in the law be included in
the material on which students
in those courses are tested.
Neither the selection of the
questions on the course exams,
nor the substance and procedure of those courses may be
-.selected arbitrarily. The boundaries of what i~ permit~d are
specified by Illinois law.
3. With all due respect to
Dean Kreiling of Western
Illinois University, his " enlightening" explanation of the
law is inconsistent with what
the law _says on its face. He
may have been describing
WIU's policy, but he was not
saying what the law reqµires
on its face. The interpretation
of the law cannot fly in the
face of the law.
It is too .bad that the author
of "Jakki's Jabberwock" did
not ask in the Political Science
Department at UNI, where
either the Department Chairperson or the exam administrator could have made available
a copy of the point of law
which is binding on this
question.
The author's concluding
questions could have been ·
easily answered :
1. What ' s r ight The
proper question is "What does
the law require?" The law
requires what the law ·s ays it
requires, and we now have that
before us (above). If the law
requries what is _n ot right; then
it is left to the · Iegisfature of
Illinois or to the courts of
Illinois or the United States to
take appropriate action.
2. If Champaign and Westem students don't have to
take the test, why do we? -

To the Editor:
The article in the Sept. 17,
1976 issue of Print entitled
"J akki J abberwock" raises
some serious confusions and
contains patently false information -r egarding the Constitution Exam · Requirement at
UNI. As such , the article
requires a response. As the
individual responsible for the
conduct of that exam at UNI,
I should like to try t o reduce
some of the misconceptions
likely to be created by a
reading of that article.
The author states: The
constitution requirement is
said to be a state law. All
students graduating from college have to fulfill this, I'm
told. But no one seems to
know ff this is true.
'fhe relevant portion of the
Illinois Code (that is, the law
of Illinois) states : American
Patriotism and principles of
representative government, as
enunciated in the American
Declaration of Independence,
the Constitution of the United
States of America and the
Constitution of the State of
Illinois, and the proper use and
display of the American flag,
shall be taught in all public
schools and other educationa
institutions supported or maintained in whole or in part by
public funds . No student shall
receive a certificate of graduation without passing a satisfactory examination upon such
subjects. (Chapter 122, Article
27, Section 3, Para. 1)
From a simple reading of a
single paragraph, it is clear
that :
1. The giving of instruction
or an exam on the listed
subjects is required by Illinois
Law at UNI , and at all Illinois
public educational facilities.
The exam is not a requirement
imposed by the UNI Politcal
Science Department, ~he UNI

· ~ PIUNT, the offh:ial campus news{;aper1el"Ving Northeaitern Dlin~
Univerait7, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave.. Chicago, ID., 60625, is published
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W~ .do

~ -- requires that we do, or that we
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because

the

law

· take the specific alternative
provided by that same law.
Several collateral attacks on
the UNI Constitution Exam
and the accepted alternative
courses are raised in the
article. The exam is " not
easy. " Neither of the alternanate courses offered this
semester "is very easy. " The
course have "a lot of reading
to do, " "there is one other
catch." "no one learns anything from the test." "The
whole thing is quite useless."
None of these issues are other
than spurious to the issue
posed in the two concluding
questions and won't be taken
up here. If you have any
questions about the exam and
its administration, there is an
information sheet available at
the UNI Information Center
which will answer them. If you
have questions about UNI's
procedures for applying for
graduation, address them to
the appropriate office of the
University. If you have ques- .
tions as to the wisdom or
utility of the law, direct them
to your philosophy instructor,
or to the Illinois General
Assembly.
Dr. Charles R. Pastors
Asst. Prof., Dept. of Pol. Sci.

Cars are not a mysterious
incedious device that only
tr~ined people can touch!
I would like to see a class
offered in auto maintenance
and care.· . .' wouldn't you?
Bobby Kramer

AN OPEN LETTER TO
SECURITY:
It may not have come to
your attention that there are
many students on campus
eagerly awaiting bills for
· tuition -'- and parking - that
have not yet arrived.
No bill , no payment, no

receipted bill, no parking
sticker.
It is too early to hand out
parking ticket s to students
who would .pay their bills and
get their stickers, if they had
received bills.
Speaking for myself and my
fellow student sufferers, I ask
that you check with records
and stop giving tickets until
such time as all bills have been
sen t , received,and sufficient
time allotted for obtaining
stickers.
Shirley Harris

'

jakkl 's _jatiber~oek

'7

writing of a letter which
by Jakki Freedman
O.K. so I guess I'm stuck appeared in Lucha Estudiantil
taking the constitution test. - the Union for Puerto Rican
Northeastern University wants students bulletin. The letter
me to learn it, so I'll learn it. I questioned the connection be·
picked up the constitution tween Dr. Betances and the
booklet and I'm studying it. United States Department of
The very first amendment Defense.
gives us the freedom of speech,
Now •. I don't know if Dr.
freedom of the press and the Stern's acqusations were true
right to assemble. I've known or not but somehow forcing
it for years but I never really him · to' face dismissal charges
thought much about it.
doesn't seem like the correct
Last Thursday I was at a procedure.
Students for Israel Open
It seems to me that this is a
House. It was advertised as an personal matter between the
afternoon of folk music and a two men and I don't think the
chance to meet people. There school should interfere. Dr.
were two guys playing guitar Betances has every right to
and singing. It was all very sue Dr. Stern for libel and
entertaining, until someone slander, but to force him to
knocks at the door and tells us write an apology denies him
·a legal proceeding was going his rights.
on · next door /ind -. could we
First Students of Israel are
keep it _d own.
told they can't meet there,
I wondered who did the violating their righ t to assemscheduling of· the-. rooms. ble and then they try and take
Someone ·sliould have had the · away Dr. Stern's Freedom of
good sense. nqt to schedule a
speech 13;nd Freedom of the
folk singer in a room next door press.
to a hearing, but I suppose no
And they want us to learn
one could be bothered with
the constitution?
such trivia.
It was getting rather annoy- As for Jakki ' s Jabberwock
ing when that guy came back contest, the J abberwocky .is
for the third time and told us
hidden somewhere in this
that we're going to have to · school. The $10 worth of
stop singing because it was
Plumpers food, $10 gift certifi·
distur~ing their meeting. I
cate for Gullivers and the $10
decided to go next door and
worth of book~ from Becks
see what was so important.
awaits someone. So think hard
There really was a hearing in
and heres the first clue:A
the other room. Dr. Stern from
female spy from Yesteryear of
the Sociology Department,
Television fame, reverse the
was accused of unethical and
words and you will find The
unprofessional behavior in his _ Clue is just_her name.

Cough! Spit! Sputter! Gag!
Kachunk! and nothingness .. .
Oh, My! "
Fortunately the nearest gas
station was only a mile and a
half away. Since it was
rush-hour, in-the-big-city , it
was common knowledge that
no one would stop to help.
"Oh, My !"
After a walk of some time,
finally at the gas station, the
gas man said, "sure I'll be
more than happy tb tow your
car in and take a look at it."
Of course, in his mind the idea
of another victim for his hood
was about to unfold. Some
time was about to unfold.
Some time and considerable
money later. . .
Cough! Split! Sputter! Gag!
Kachunk! and nothingness . ..
"Oh, my! "
Sound vaguely familiar?
In such a technological
world that we live in, and the
simple fact that automobiles
will be a part of the rest of our
lives, so many people don't
even know how to change a
tire!
I think we all know or have
had the pleasure (especially is
they 're good lookin' ) of helping
a stranded motezist_ change a
flat only .t o discover that ttier~
was no spar(l tire or jack in the ·
trunk. :. terrific!...; : -£'"i!'(; ,1;
I'm not saying that we all
should be auto mechanics, but
I cannot but wonder why a
course in general auto care is
not offered at colleges.
'
Anyone can check their oil,
pop open the hood and inspect
the radiator water or see if the
tires are low.
My uncle told me that last
week- he found out that he
could put air in his tires if they ,
wre low and it wasn't necessary for him to let the service
station man (with his vast
experience and know-how) perform the delicate function.
JUMPIN " JEHOSOPHAT!

THE STAFF .
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commentary

The big hole
•
in the ground
by Robert J. Kosinski
Student Senator Rob Gerowitz did a strange and
wonderful thing at la!lt Monday's meeting of the Student
Senate. He proposed a motion
to have our Student Union
Building recognized as the
Student Union Building.
As I recall, when I came to
Northeastern, back in 1974,
that structure was supposed to
be called the Student Union
when it was nothing but a big
hole in the ground. Every l§irge
university has a building or
designated area which is called
the Student Union, but Northeastern t hought to be unique.
They had food services, a
game room, a book store and a
collection of offices t hat Oliver
Twist would ,have turned down
as a means fo shelter which
wa s called the Commu t er
Center, so some folks thought
it appropriate to name the new
building t he Commuter Center
Addition since all those facilities were being transferred

Blood Drive
Oct. 5 & 6
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at Northeastern. Illinois
University from 9 a.IQ. - 1
p.m. on Tuesday, ,October 5
and Wednesday, October 6 in
Alumni Hall located in the
Student Union Building. UNI
organized groups and club
members, students, employees,
and faculty members wishing
to donate blood are asked to
call Marion Etten, RN, at
extension 355 in the He.a lth
Services Office.
Becoming a member of the
Red Cross blood program
assures the donor and · his
immediate family of all their
blood needs for one full year.
Any healthy person 17 to 66
years of age vi.:eighing at least
100 pounds with no history of
malaria or hepatitis may be .
eligible to donate. Prospective
donors are carefully screened
for blood pressure, temperature, pulse, henoglobin, and
medical history before being
accepted. Any questions of
eligibility can be answered by
the nurses in the Health
Services Office.
The benefit to the community of hospitals, including
veterans and military hospitals
in the U.S.A. and overseas, is
the immediate supply of blood.
Figures show that only 3%
if the eligible American adults
population supply 100% of the
blood needs of America. T4e
Blood Drive will help revise
that 3% upward.

over there.
Northeastern is a commuter
school ! so the title of Student
Union seemed out of place.
Surely it implied a certain area
at a residential school where
all the boys and girls come out
of their individual dormitories
and "unite" for various activities.
A Commuter Center is a
facility.'
I never liked anything that
was called a facility.
Toilets are facilities, and a
recreational area for students
to-meet and eat and carry on
various activities should not
be put into the same classification as t he everyday toilet .
Such a distinction, however,
was not quite so evident in its
firs t few months of occupation.
U would be unfair, though,
t o class the Northea s t ern
Student Union with t hose t hat
I have seen belonging to other
public universities t hroughout
the state, and no matter how
many times Director Cliff
Harralson says I should eat
the words I wrote in an earlier
commentary, I still say that
the building is a tremendous
disappointment and totally
inadequate to justify t he funds
,spent by all of the students
and former students.
Whatever the result, the
student's paid for that building and, by rights , the
students should be able to call
it theirs. There really always
seems so little that they can.

Members of the Economics Department were invited by the Dept. of Commerce to attend a
Senate forum on "The Effect of Exportation on Employment". On the panel were various
executives from large businesses, the Secretary of Commerce Elliot Richardson, Under-secretary
Edward Vetter and members of Richardson's staff. The forum took place on Thursday, Sept. 23
at the Palmer House. [Photo by Cindi Hagerty]

Join Print!

What does it take?
by Ann F . Holda
If you think t hat t his is
going to be a plug for t he
" Print, " you 're probably right,
but please keep on reading
you may be very glad you did.
A long time ago, way back last
year, a friend of mine said,
" Why don ' t y ou join the
"Print" staff?" My immediate
reaction was "Oh my goodness, what could I do, I can't
write, it will take too much
time, and what fun would it
be?''. Well, here I am, one year
later, older, wiser, and with a
job that I never . thought I
would have.
The first question I raised
was answered, the first day' I
joined the staff. It was
Wednesday ,
t he
weekly
" Print" layout day, when all
the stories, photos, ads, classi. fieds , etc. seemed to somehow
be magically wind up just in
the right place. The magician

here is t he . Managing E ditor hard to answer either.. If you
who uses his keen mind and were one of t hose people who
sense of percep tion as his used to make your old English
magical wand. But, before that teacher, just shake her head,
magic can come about, many and clo se t h eir y es, tha t's
other t hings mu st · happen okay. If you have a talent for
first . The stories have to be writing, t hat 's great, and we
reported on, typed, typeset, · really need you. What we need
and finally proofread. The are reporters , people who will
artwork has to be conceived, be at the places to get the
and drawn on paper. The stories. People have a particuphotos have to be taken, lar interest, and some knowdeveloped, and printed, then ledge about what they 're
finally cropped to fit in the covering. We wouldnt ask you
appropriate place. And of to write a story about the
course, the paper can then be experimental cats on the third
. laid out, this not only takes an floor of the _Science Building, if
eye for composition, but the you were into poetry. And we
sense to understand that one wouldnt ask you to cover the
does not put two "clip and football game if you didn't
save" coupons back · to back. know a touchdown from a
So, in thi~· way, the first homerun. We- are also flexible
question was ahswered, help is about the amount of work you
needed for the final result of do, every bit helps , the more
the " Print," in every way .
the better, but we remember
The second question, "I
[cont'd on pg. 7)
can't write, " well that's not
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CITY ................ STATE
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l, ...................
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Governors of the State CoUegn and Universities, Northea,c.em
Illinois University Alumni A9sociation and its officers, individual
member,' agents and employees .>f and from any claims of liability
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D Graduate of UNI
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Antique Rcfinishin!! and Repair ....... $ 15 .00
8alle1 I, Scc1ion I (Mondays) .... ... $25 .00
Ballet I. Section II {Tuesdays) .. ..... 52 5.00
Belly Dancin!! ... ........... :............... S l5 .00
'Bridge II ············•····-- · •· •· •· •· •·· ····· S\5 .00
Advanced Bridge ....... .................... $15.00
Catholic Theology .............
S 15.00
Crochet ......................................... S I 5:.00
Da nce Styles of Musical Comedy .... S25 .00
0. Disco Dance. Sect ion I (Monda ys) .. $15.00
D Disco Danl:e. Sc\.·tkm II (Thursd:iys) S I.S.00
D Embroidery
$1 5.00
D Exercise and Fiiness ................... SI 5.00
D Graphoanalysis ............ •··········-S 15 .00
Gr~ k, Folk Dancing
$15 .00

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

S20.00
S30 .00
S30.00
S20 .00
$20.00
$20 .00
$20.00
$20 .00
$30 .00
$20 .00
$ 20 .00
S20.00
S20 .00
S20 .00
$20 .00

O Jazz J. Sect io n I (Thursdays)
D Jazz 1\ s ection II (Fridays)'..
O faz.z II ..
Be~inning Karate ........ ..
Intermedia te Karate ..
Kundalin i Yoga I ....
0 Kund:ilini Yoga II ..
Beginning M:icr:imc
D Modern D:ince ..
D Needlepoint ..
. .. .........
D Pa1 chwork ............................
D Roots of Contempora ry Jazz
D Beg.inning Spanish Dance..
D Introduct io n to T:ip D:inec
D !ntcrmedialc Tap 0::ancc ......
D Weaving ...........................
D lntcrmed iUe Weaving. .
0 Beginners Assertive Tr:iining
Workshop .
. .

$15.00
Sll55 _. ooo
o
$1 5.00

$20.00
SS 2200 .0000
S20.00

S 15 .00
$1 5.00
$1 5.00 •
$1 5.00
S25 .00
$1 5.00
S 15.00
S I 5.00
S 15.00
S25 .00
$25.00
$1 5.00
S l 5.00

S20 .00
S20.00
$20 .00
$20 .00·
$30.00
$20 .00
$20 .00
$20.00
S.20.00
$30.00
$30.00
$20.00
S20.00

$ 10.00

$1 5.00

:

Ad;: ::~~:'.·:: '.~·: ··•~s . . .

510 00

$1 5.00

:

:

iMINI-U FALL 1976 Please make checks payable to: UNI Alumni Association Send to: Mini-U, c/o Alumni Office, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chgo., Ill. 6-0624
l(*****'"'****************************************........ *************************-***..............~
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announcements'

.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SOFTBALL (Fast Pitch)
Team is having tryouts. See Betty Meyer in the gym office before
October 15, 1976. If you cannot contact Betty Meyer, leave your
name and I.D. number in her mailbox. The softball team
welcomes beginners and will begin it's training program in March
1977.
.

Thousands of Topics
·Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose ..
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., II 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-84,74

Our research papers are sold for
· research purposes· only .
•

'-' BAKE SALE", Wednesday, the 6th of October . . It is
sponsored by the Northeastern Illinois l,Jniversit.Y Concert Band.
This is. the first of many fund raising campaigns for the 1976~77
Concert year. Pleas~· come support your school and enjoy many
varieties of fresh home baked goods. Wednesday, October 6, in
the Village Square (near the Book Nook) from 9:00 A.M. until
' 3:00 P.M. See you there!!!
~
BLOOD DRIVE IN ALUMNI HALL, Tuesday Oct. 5 and
Wednesday Oct. 6 from 9 AM to 1 PM. We rieed workers to .
operate the Drive and donors to give blood. So if you can't give
blood yourself you could help, us operate the unit for an hour or
two. Jobs that need to be done -incluqe registering donors, blood
pressure and temperature taking, bag labeling and serve juice
and cookies after · the donor is finished. We could use 20-30
volunteers to accomplish all this between 9 and 1 PM.
By donating blood you will insure yourself and your family of
unlimited supply of blood for one year.

PIZZA IN THE'P·AN
Cocktails
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
· Ribs • Ch icken • Steaks ·

8808MILWAUKEE AVE :
·

Phone 298-2100
(comer Milw ■ ukN I Dempster)
2727 W. Howard St. 338-2188

film

"Flower, & Plants f or All Occasions''.

§ JBC }t Jf JE Jlt

·'

JE1JLOJR.JC §1C §
3358West Bryn Mawr
·Chi cago , Ill . 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNlS.TUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

'

TAU ALPHA RHO FRATERNITY will hold 'it Mixer,
Saturday, October 2, at 8:00 P.M. at the VFW Hall, 6006 W.
26th St., (26th & Austin), Cicero, IL. Price is $1.50 for guys, and
gals . 75c. For rides and further information call: Vic at 562-1995,
Bo}? 674-8154

A·CADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

1976 Graduates who have not had their graduation photograph
taken for the yearbook are being granted ONE LAST CHANCE.
· You must contact Marshall Photographers, at 782-2462 by
October 14. They are open every day except Sunday, 9:30-5 :30.
FRENCH CLUB will present the first in it's series of travels
through France with a slide presentation of the Loire Valley on
Tuesday, October 5, in it's regular. meeting room 2-071, in the
Classroom Building. French Club would like to welcome everyone
to it's meetings, the first arid third Tuesday of each month. We
are looking forward to a very exciting y ear.
·

Stageplayei' Raffl Winners come to Room F-150, (by the Little
· Theater), or call ext. 526 to claim your prize.

· RESTAURANT & PUB

SPECIAL APPEAL FOR B-POSITIVE BLOOD
Red Cross Blood Bank has put out an appeal for 10 units of
B-POSITIVE blood for an open heart surgery patient to be
operated October 7th. Our blood drive could supply this person's
n~ if we can find the B-POSITIVE donors!
·
.

I

LUN CH, DINNER & LA,TE $NACK $

THOUSANDS-ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.

11926 Santa Monica Blvd .
Los Angeles, Ca . 90025
Original research also avail~ble.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL INTRAMURALS Organizational
meeting on Tuesday October 5, at 1:00 P .M. in the gym. Anyone
can play come with your own team, or join a team. We need
players. Join the Fun, trophies will be awarded for .the Winning
teams. Games wiil be played during activity hours on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 1:00 P.M., starting Thursday, October 7. Sign
. up on the Gym Bulletin Board.

Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please. rush the catalog to :
Name-~--~~---Address ~ - - - - ~ - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip

There will be a GEOGRAPHY CLUB MEETING on Tuesday,
October 12, at 1 :00 in .S-202. During' this meeting a special guest
lecturer from the Illinois Coastal Management will discuss
current Lake Michigan problems. Current members must attend
this meeting to a in order to go on the field trip to The Wisconsin
Dells.

THE COMMUNITY CHORUS cordially invites you to join its
group, under the direction of Jim Lucas. Music lovers the groups
meets on Wednesday evenings starting September 29, from 7:00
to 9:00 P.M. Rehearsals are held in room A-131 on the
Northeastern campus, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave. The chorus will be .
performing Handel 's " Messiah" on December 9. For further
information, call 583-4050 , extension 578.
ATTENTION ALL SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS*
UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES : Applications of
intent to register for undergraduate teaching for Spring, 1977, are
now available in the Special Education Office (Room 4-058). They
are due no later than November 15, 1976.
··
.

'

AND .FOR THE GRADUATES: Applications of intent of
register for graduate pntcticum in behavior disorders, educable
mentl;llly, handicapped, trainable mentally handicapped, for the
Suu,:m'i,~r, ·1977, are now .av.a.µ.able in the Special Education Office ..
(Roo~ 4-058). They are·d ue rio later than November 15, 1976.
Human Services Major and Program Department is having an
informal meeting on Wednesday, October 13, 1976 at 6:30 PM in
CC216. All students interested in Social Work, Community
Organizing, Community Planning, Health Car~, Day -Care, etc.
are invited to meet and talk with the ·Human Services Faculty.
For further information, call Human Services, X8239 or X8240.

~

JUKORVU
· INT,L
The Arts of Self Defense

LE AR N 1
*Proper use of strikes, kicks , thro ws, lockS
*To defend agains t a gro u p o f attackers
* th e us e of trad.i tional samurai w ea pon s
•med ttat ion , *B reat hin g
*'Ki'-i nt ern al energ y
*Seit c ontrol & disci plin e

~

Private or group lessons
· Classes designed for
men , women , ch ildren

k----~.

~ • •• "'• ••..• ·:,. ~!· •~ • • . •• .• .• •• • ··:..·--·· . :., .. ... . ,,:'_ . ; ••. .-• • • •. • .• • •

THE JUKQ ..RYU

SCtlOOL OF
CHICAGO
<• non-profit corporation)

5645 N. Ashland
478-1359
328-4391
Visitors alwa ys welcome

ECONO MICS DEPARTME NT FACU LTY- STU DE NT
MEETING to be held for Economics Majors, and other students
interested in Economics. The meeting will . be held Tuesday,
October 12, at 1 P.M. in room S-112, refreshments will be served.
The_ agenda is as follows: Introduction, Job Market and the
Economics Majors, Graduate Studies and the Economics Majors,
A discussion of the Northeastern Illinois Economics Program,
Open Discussion between students and faculty , adjournment at 2
P .M . .
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will have its next open meeting
on Tuesday; October 5, at 1:00 P.M : in room S,325 (Science
Building). Future meetings .will be held on alternate Tuesdays
and Thursdays during the activities hour. Hopefully, a time will
be found in. the near future to accomodate those interested
students who are forced to work during these. times and thus
attend .classes in the ·evening. All club ·members and .any other
interested students are encouraged to . attend . . For information
regarding future club plans, meetings, services, or events, check
the Psychology Club bulletin board on the third floor of the
Science Building. For more information or answers to questions,
drop a note in the club mailbox in either the student activities
· office or in the psychology office.
-

PUERTO RICO: Trania al Desn~do, a
study by Dr.
Carlos Torre. of the Human Services Department to be presented
Tuesday, October 5,.at 1:00 P.M. in Room 1-001 in the Clas~room ·
Building. This film is the result of a year's research on the social, ·
economic, and political .reasons for Puerto Rican migration to the
U.S. and otfier .parts of the world such as Hawaii, St. Croix, and
other pa!"ts of Latin America. There will be a question and answer
period after the film. A small donation .wiil be requested due to
the extremely high cost of the research and filming,
DANCE CONCERT SERIES begins October 27, at 8 :00 P .M.
with the Jose Greco Dance Company. The concert will take place
in the auditorium, general admission is $4 a concert or $15' for the
series which will include in the spring, Northeastern Illinois
University Dance Ensemble, the Paul Taylor Dance Company,
.and Ensemble Espanol. Ticket reserv~tiop.s and information are
available by calling 583-4050, ext. 666. '
··
Alpha Chi EpsilQn [AXE] is having a rush party at the home of .
our president, Robert Kramer: It will start at 8 :00 · PM on
October 7, 1976. The location is 3406 W. Pierce in Chicago. Free
beer and munchies will be provided by the fraternity. This party
· is for people interested in AXE and will give you a chance to
meet our members and alumni. Tie and sport coats are required.
THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE clubs are organizing an
all-University INTERNATIONAL DAY FAIR to be held in
Alumni Hall oi:l Thursday, Oct. 21. .f\hy ethni1;: group on campus
wishing to participate in the FAIR are requested to get in touch
with Dr. B. Galassi, Chairman, F~reign· Language Dept. (2·039)
no later than' October 8.
.The University Counseling Center is regularly open Monday
' through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. It is poss ible to talk
to a counselor without an appointment between 9:00 a.ni. and
3:00 p.m. However, students are encouraged to call extension
361, 362, 363, or 364 for an appointment or· drop in and set a
specific time .
On Wednesday evenings the center is also open from 5 :30 p.m.
to 8:30 p .m. No appointment is necessary during evening hours.
\

Go Fly a Kite The recreational Games Class is inviting you to
thier kite flying day. Anyone who would like to come is welcome.
Prizes will be given for hand made kites.
Wednesday, Oct. 6 (Raindate Oct. 13)
1:00 P.M. The Football Field
Klal YJsroel sponsors Bill Singer, former Chicagoan alderman
of the 43rd Ward and who served as Cg,airman' of the Governor's
Task Force on Public School Firiance, speaking on " Election '76
- Is There a Jewish Vote?" Thursday, October 7, 1:00 P .M.
Room 217 Commuter Center.
.'

'

THE STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS COMMITI'EE
meets every Tuesday at 1 pm in the Student Government Office
(or other designated location). Student Clubs or · Organizations
wishing to bring business ,before the committee should contact
Chairman James Payette in the Student .Government Office
(E205S; X455) some time prior to Tuesday's meeting.
Liv Ullman and' JMand Josephson star in Ingmar Bergman's
SCENES FROM, A ·MARRIAGE Tuesday night at 7:30. A
Roll,-em _F ilm Produetjon. (Get·your tickets ~rly avoid the last
minute rushf) "'
<'
.
., .

C.C.A.B . . UNICORN ,l'ILM presents µodfrey · Cambridge in
THE WATERMELON MAN, Wednesday at noon in the Unicom.
C.C.A.B. CONCERTS presents LA NUESTRA a twelve piece
Salsa (Latin/ African jazz) orchestra Thursday, October 7, at 1:00
in the Auditorium.
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'El :C entro' an alternative to
conventional campus ~d~catio:n
by Randy Weber
If you are presently over 23
years of age, work full time
during t he day , and have
alway s wondered what it
would be like to make an
attempt at beginning a college
level learning situation, El
Centro, located at 2434 W.
North Ave., could be the
answer . To be eligible, a
potential student must have
either completed four years of
high school or successfully
completed the GED program.
Before any student can be
enrolled, they must complete a
simple questionaire which asks
them to come in for an
interview. Those who refuse an
interview are considered ineligible. Interviews are conducted by Jose Acededo who is
in charge of the center.
Classroom space is limited,
so only forty students are
allowed to enroll each trimester. The number of courses
available is approximately ten
per academic year. Three of
four courses are taught each
trimester by professors from
the. Center's central campus,
Northeastern Illinois Universit y. El Centro offers , the

equivalent

.
thinking and speaking procollege credit with· a maximum
of thirty possible units of - cesses of individuals within a
large group and to enjoy the
credit attainable.
practice of interpersonal comClasses are taught · Monday
munication: thought, language
through Thursday {_rom 6:00
and action.
until 9:00 p.m. to provide an
All fees . and financial sereducational opportunity for
vices are the same as those at
working adults living in the
the central campus including
West Town Community. All
possible $15.00 waiver of the
courses taught are at a
original application fee. The
beginning college level and
students who enroll each
gradually ease the poorer
trimester are generally referred
English speaking students into
to El Centro by various
a comfortable, relaxed learning
agencies and urban centers.
atmosphere within a large
B~cause · there is no active
classroom situation. The
student recruiting progra~.
courses are designed to prorecommendation by word of
vide a well rounded intromouth ' b the only means of
ductory learning experience
discovering this rather obscure
ranging from basic chemistry
learning center.
to intermediate Spanish and
Although El Centro has
urban sociology. Counselling is
been in operation only two
also available to all students.
years, and it may appear like
The staff at El Centro like to
the building is trying to
think of themselves as one big
disguise itself, the educational
family and try to keep their
opportunity that is provided
student population of forty
can be the key to acclimate
split in half: 50% male, 50%
many middle age area resifemale. During the courses of
dents who never had the
the year the staff likes to hold
opportunity to actively particia number of student seminars
pate in a collge program. •
that have proven very enjoyIf you·have any questions or
able in the past. The seminars
would lilke some more informaare held to advance the
tion regarding El Centro and
the services they provide, call
384-1766, or inquire at the
central campus information
'
center.

oEXCEL

\

CONTACT
LENSES
•

•

•

ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF
MOST HARD CONTACTS
. CLEANING AND POLISHING WHILE
YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARD
SOFT LENSES AVAILABLE

······························································
6770North Lincoln Ave.
Chicago , Ill. 674-9519

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WHIRLY'S
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, 111: 267-6676

HOT _DOGS, CHEESE DOGS , CHILI
DO GS, CORN DO GS, HAMBURGERS ,
CHEESE BURGERS, GYRO BURGERS,
BARBECUE & ITALIAN BEEF ,
POLI SH & ITA LI A N SAUSAGE,
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS,
TAMALES , PIZZA STEAK , FRIES ,
MUSHROOMS , CHICKEN , SHRIMPS ,
SHA KES; ICE CREAM

We serve pizza too!
UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
with UN I 1. D. Card

Piano recital
a rare treat
by Bob Necas
On Wednesday, September
22 the Northeastern Community was treated to a Faculty
Recital presented · by Northeasterns Department of Music
featurning the solo piano
artistry of Dr. Allen Anderson.
The recital began at 8:00 P.M.
in the University Auditorium
with Scli,umann's Novellette in
F major, Op. 21, No. 1. This
was followed by Beethoven's
Sonata in E-flat major, Op. 32,
No. 3, the four movements
being Allegro, Scherzo: Allegretto vivace, Menuetto:
Moderato e grazioso, and the
final movement Presto con
fuoco. The first half of the
program blissfully concluded
with Prokoieff's Sonata No. 3,
Op. 28 in one movement. The
audiences reaction to D.r .
Anderson's pianistic interpretations was issued with rousing approval. Dr. Anderson
was brought back numerous
times by heart felt applause.
After a brief intermission
t he recital resumed with Dr. ·
Anderson 's interpretation of
Chopin's Nocturne in D-flat
major, Op. 27, No. 2; followed
by a Ballade in G minor, Op.
23 also by Chopin. The
program concluded with Four
Pieces by Rachmaninoff Prelude in F-sharp minor, Op.
23, No. l ; Etude-Tableau in
E-flat minor, Op. 39, No. 5;

Prelude in D major, Op. 23 ,
No. 4 ; and Prelude in B-flat
major, Op. 23, No. 2. Once
again, the audience would not
let Dr. Anderson leave the
stage. Dr. Anderson has been
with Northeastern for a number of years and has gained a
renowned reputation throughout the Northeastern Community. This was evident by
the excellent audience attendance. You could tell by their
applause that they thoroughly
enjoyed Dr. Anderson's evening of piano magic.
Reflecting on Dr. Anderson's brilliant performance his
innate ability at interpreting
these classical works stood out
as a prime example of years of
study and analysis linked with
involved practice . It also
served as a fine educational
opportunity for students in the
field of Music, on the virtuosity and technique required in
the pres entation of these
splended works. ·
Forthcoming Concerts include a faculty recital featuring Ronald Combs, baritone,
with piano accompaniment by
Allen Anderson. Featured will
be music of Brahms, Ives, and
Russian Composers. The concert will be held Wednesday,
October 13, 1976 a t 8:00 P .M.
in the Northeastern University
Auditorium.
Admission :
FREE . Do come!

'Chere 1S a differen&e!!!
PREPARE FOR:

MCA T• DAT• LSA T• SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT
. Over 38 ye.1rs of experience 1nd success. Sm1II clHses. Voluminous home study m1terl1ls. Courses th1t 1re const1ntly
upd1ted. Centers open d1ys I. wHkends 111 year. Complete

t1pe f1cllltles for review of clus lessons 1nd for use of
1upplement1ry m1terl1ls. Mike-ups for missed lessons 1t
our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range of programs pr o vide s an umbrell a of testmq kn o w how that enables us to otter the bes t pre pa r at, o n ava, labl!' .· furlhe r
,mprov,ng the 1nd1v1dual course you ve sPlec ted

~~~f:!{::,

& " '"" eom~c,,
Most class~• · 8 weeks before exam
Outside NY State Only

~:k~r.. 800-221
-9840
"'''°' us c,,,.,
Ce•re•, ,n

l M:

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PRE PARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
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While it's still free.
Jeni Malara,
Stude nt
"I had Cs in high school. After
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics,
I was a,ble to maintain an A average'.'

\

<:.:hris Walsh,

John Futch,

Jim Creighton,

Engineering
"Ifs boring to read the way
most people are taught.
This way. you look at a
page of print-you see the
whole page. lfs·great 1"

Law Student
"With 60 briefs a week.
the average student takes
all week to prepare for
class. In an eveni ng.
I'm finished:·

Student
"Ifs easy. Once you
know how to do it. it's
super easy 1" •

_Richard St. Laurent,
Teacher
"I was skeptical. but now I'm
reading arou nd 2300 words a
minute. Pt:1ts you that much
ahead of everyone else:·

It'll make homework a lot easier this year. In fact, you can cut your study time a lmost
in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson. We'll give you the
incredible secrets to easy ?peed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension.
Taught in more than 300 cities throughout the U.S. It's easy. It's fun . It works.
.

Increase your reading speed as much as IOO%f

Northeastern,Illinois University
THE NEWMAN CENTER
·5 450 N. Kimball
SEMl"NARS:
Mon day, October 4, 1976
·Tuesday,October5,1976
Wednesday, October 6, 1976
Thursday, October 7, 1976
- Friday, O~tober 8, 1976
Saturday, October 9, 1976

2:00 & 4:00 pm
2:00 & 4:00 pm
2:00 & 4:00 pm
2:00 & 4:00 pm
2:00 & 4:00 pm
11 :00 am only

If you cannot attend a free mini lesson and would like more
information about the program, please call Darka at 583-8108.
Clas_ses are scheduled on campus the following week.

\

Print
(cont'd from paf{e 3 )
that our reason for being here
is that we are students.
Sometimes, in the middle of
covering a meeting, or shooting pictures, I have to remind
myself that I should be in
class studying the strike and
dip of plunging folds. So you
can see that we're easy, there
is plenty of work to do, but
when you have lots of people
the work gets quickly done.
This comes to our last

question, "What fun would it
be?" Sure sometimes it seems
hard and difficult, like when
you're still up at 2:00 in the
morning trying to figure out
how you're going to write that
twenty inch story with about
five inches of material; or
when those fantastic "once in
a lifetime" shots of the football
game you took just seem to be
all overexposed; but then
that's life on a newspaper!

Most of the time, things seem
to go all right, and although at
least one of my colleagues
would disagree, for me, the
" Print" is rel'a tively fun to
work on. It is a "fun" with
responsibility. Responsibility
with a purpose; to produce a
paper well worth the reading of
the entire YNI community.
The "Print" gives you an
opportunity to discover and
explore the exciting side of
Northeastern. You ask "What
exciting side?" Well there is
one, somewhere out there, and
it is our job to find it, report
on it, and hope to help you
become aware of the many

Bio ~luh fights to save
National Park
by Liz Sygiel
Northeastern's Biology Club
is collecting signatures for a
petition to open a Tall Grass
National Park in Kansas. This
will be no ordinary National
Park, but rather a Prairie
National Park.
There are prairie parks all
over the country. But these are
all too small to support any
kind of major prairie life.
The petitions ' aim is to get a
track of land large enough to
support good sized groups of
prairie animals as well as
plants. Among the animals
which would roam the prairie
would be the bison and the
prairie dogs, both of which are
becoming extinct. The bison
have been · brought to near
extinction by hunters, and the
prairie dogs are being poisoned
by farmers because they are
a supposed threat to the
domestic animal feed.
But this is not true, one
small town or community of
prairie dogs eat about as much
as one cow. These facinating
animals deserve to live.
They are a community
animal. They have a whole
system of ·communication set
up in a case of approaching
danger. If one of them notices
a threat, he sets up a ruckus
by barking frantically. Other
prairie dogs then pick up the
barking as they all scurry off
to safety. The danger may be a ·
black footed ferret, a snake, or
their greatest enemy - man.
The ferrets which feed on
prairie dogs and live inside
their towns are also dying out,
even faster then prairie dogs.
The prairie dog food chain

isn't the only system which
is being threatened. Prairie
birds, insects, and plants are
being destroyed.
Once prairie land is taken as
farm land, it's ruined in a few
years, because the nutrients
from the top layer of soil are
used up and they're not
recycled as in a natural
system.
Once the plant kingdom is
threatened, however, the danger of extinction not only
belongs to these magnificent
animals, but to humans as
well. After all, every source of
food on this planet, for all

creatures, depends on plant
life.
Pictures of prairies don't
make them look very large, or
impressive. They seem to lack
the magnificent drama of, for
example, the sequoias.
What you have to do is
actually go to see a prairie in
order to appreciate the fantastic drama that is going on
there. That drama is life.
Support and sign the petition for the Tall Grass
National Park. Contract Dr.
Betz or any officer of the
Biology Club for more information.

facets of life at UNI.
The "Print" also gives you
experience in many fields ,
writing, (no one will ever be
criticized for trying), photography, graphics, artwork, and
reviews. You do not have to
have any special course, or
experience to join the staff, ,
just a willingness, and a desire
to help produce an .interesting
paper, one which the average
UNI student would like to
read. Of course, we welcome
anyone who does have experience, and special talents, in
any department. If you are

· (Cont'd from page 12)
was a clean sweep 9-0 against
Trinity College. Cindy Ruff
swept through her opponent in
a love set 10-0. Margie Ng also
breezed through her match
10-0. Kathy Zyrkowski and
Laura Zwolfer pounced their
opponents 10-3. Lori Franco
and Kathy Di Guardio pulled
out a great win in a tie breaker

New from Levis!
"Movin' On" Jeans.

(5-2). Leslie Gelander and
Mimi Keefe teamed up to play
aggressive doubles winning
10-3. Can the UNI Netters
keep up their winning streak
to an incrediple seven in a
row? Come watch their next
home match on Wednesday,
October 29 at 3:00. Good Luck
Girls!

Unescorted ladies
pay only so~ for
a mixed drink at

IMllA~lf

,a,a®1
5053 N. Lincoln Ave.

Beer Bust every
Tues. & Thurs . nite
Draft Beer
30~
a stein
from 6 pm
till?

new music workshop
workshop. There is another
. more advanced group, the
Collegium Musicum, already in
. existance. They play mostlyl
Medevil, Renaissance and Baroque music.
It is hoped that the
workshop will play similar
music and perhaps perform at
a recital at the end of the
trimester. Continuing students
can receive credit for the
workshop 'in the winter trimester.

interested, come down to our
new office located in Media
Row, which is to the north of
the cafeteria in room E-049,
and talk to one of our Editors.
Or come around Wednesday
afternoons to experience our
weekly ritual of "layout," you
won't believe it unless you've
seen it!
Why waste a trimester
wondering how great it could
have been to be part of the
"Print." After an; our initials
UNI also stand for "you and
I, " that's how things get done,
people working together.

Women's tennis

Students to form
by Jakki Freedman
Next Monday, Oct. 4, at
4:00 p.m. in room A131, there
will be a meeting of all
students interested in forming
a recorder workship. You must
own your own recorder and
have some (but not that much)
knowledge on how to play. If
you know the scale and can
play a few simple songs, come
to A131 , Monday.
Mr. James Lucas, Music
Department, is arranging the
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FREE Pitcher beer .wi~h med. pi~za
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with large pizza
50¢ off - any luncheon order . .

I

i

.L------------~-----------

i

I.

.

2449 W. DEVON AVE
111 E.CHICAGOAVE
5120 N. HARLEM AVE

·\

I \,

Movie Nite, Sun., 10:30 pm,
ladies Nite, Tues., &
Thurs., Unescorted Females,
5¢ a ,Drink

\LOUNGE - PUB
l 5338 N. Lincoln
A slimmer, European
cut. With Levi's®quality.
In lots of fabrics and
colors. The Gap's got a
ton of 'em . Fall in today.

I

784-9638
..

~

t~~._....,_.,.,..,....,...,... .____.........................,,....... --

.

OF WHOLESALE APPAREL
Better Junior& Ms. Clothes For Less Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO
Da ily 10:30-5:30
Thurs. 10:30-8:30
Sundays 12:00-5:00

75%

3311 W. BRYN MAWR
(1 % Blocks from Northeastern)

Off THE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

539-1450
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'' DON'T BUYJEANS ON FAITH.
COMPARE YOUR PANTS OFF.''
"My jeans are better than
your jeans. And I can prove it:
" Mine ore 100% natural
cotton denim. And so are yours.
"There t he similarity ends.
Because mine are Sedgefield
Do-Nothing®denims.
" The first 14-ounce 100%
natural cotton denim with
the built-in edge: the amazing
Sanfor-Set* process.
" So what? So this ...

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
NEVER NEED IRONING.
" The jeans I have on have
been washed and tu mble dried
15 times and never ironed .
" You heard right.
" Never ironed.

"SEDGEFIELDJEANS
CANNOT SHRINK OUT OF SIZE.
''It's true.
" Sanfor-Set's the reason.
" The reason the size you
buy is the size they stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
START OUT MUCH sono .
" Brand new we re much,
much softer than old-fashioned
jeans without Sanfor-Set.
''And we keep getting softer
so fast your old-fashioned jeans
might even wear out before
t hey can catch up .

..

"SEDGEFlnD·JUNS
DON'T COST ·A BUNDLE.
" Ou r biggest edge?
" We cost no more tha n the
regul ar price of the biggest seller.

"IF l'M LYING
YOU GO YOUR MONEY BACK.
"" It's one thing to make claims.
" We back ours with a one year
unconditional warranty.
" None stronger in the business:
" Just send us back our jeans
.and we'll replace them.
" Or send you back your money.

"TO FIND 0■ JUNS
.CALL 800 T·H·E E·D·G·E.
" If you_want the jeans with the
built-in edge, just dial this number
(800 843-3343) toll free and we'll
tel I you where to get therT).
''And start comparing your ,
pants off '

· Trodemorl, of
The Sanforized Company

1, October, 1976

Larry Luja.c k

(cont'd .from page 1)

front center rows: It's hard _to
Lujack hates Chicago like he
believe that there are .actually
hates all big cities. He would
Larry Lujack admirers because
prefer to work at a big station
there is very little to admire in- in a cow town, but the big city
a man _with an obnoxious
is where the money is at, and
personality like Lujatk's. But
that's what Lujack wants, so I _
Lujack.was quite well behaved
guess Chicago is stuck with
that e~ening which is more . him; at least for now. Lujack
than I_expected from: him, and likes to be on the air and lil~es __
he politely answered questions ' today's music; says it's "great
for over an ·hour.
.shit." ·
Lujack was asked how much _ Lujack admits that he ha·s
he was bein~ paid for. the one · never had any formal' radio
Diskjockey Larry Lujack.at the UNI auditorium. [Photo by Cindi
·
hour set. He -replied that · he · _ broadcasti11g training in school
Hagerty]
·
·
w,as offered $500 and said 'Tµi · but said that the _secret to
worth every diine too because _bei11g a disk jockey is a unique
I'm such a charmiil.g guy." An
voice and that sp~ial someegoist; well, he admits that the thing that makes you nµmber
is,. but that is n0:t difficult ·. one.
__
_
to believe.
Lujack was cornered when .a
He _went on to answer
student asked him whether or
questions why he left WCF L not Lujack is _his real name.
It's not. In 1960 at the age of
by Donna Errera
innovating people are now _ and returned to WLS, the type
of music he prefers, his birth
10, Lar~y changed his name
After returning from pro- . constructing an all new framedate, but refrained - to extenfrom · Lai:~Y Lee Blankenburg.
longed transcendental -medita- _work for the club.. Various
sively comment on the $3
He took the name Lujack from tion to mother earth reality, a · ideas and future plans are
million law suite pending
a Notre Dame High School
core of concerned individuals being taken into consideration
against him. Former WLS
football player, an idol of his.
have revised the Psychology for · the upcoming winter
morning
DJ
Fred
Winston
is
While working at istation in -.
Club. The Fall season started semElster. The club is open to
suing ·t he station and Lujach:
off with a "Wine and Cheese all suggestions and students.
for maliciously conspiring to
Tasting Hour" which was You need not be a psychology
dismiss Winston and give
quite successful !}long with major to join. Future meeting
law ~CHOOL ADMISSIDl lE~T
Lujack his morning slot.
GRlDUATE MmaEMENT ADM.Tm
being a change of pace from dates will be posted or you
Lujack is rather excited by the
G1aDuan REco1D E11M111no1
routine club meetings. The may inquire at the psychology
MEDICAL Coum ADM. Tm
affair entertained over 150 new office on the third floor of entire inciden_t because he said _
he has never been sued for $3
and old members. Majors , -the Scieµce Building. .
• PROFESSIOIAL INSTRUCTORS
non-majors, faculty and club
Join now and be a part of million before. He said he feels
1 CURREil MAT.ERIALS
like a real celebrity now.
members all attended.
the foundation of the organiza• AOMISSIOII / APPUCATIOI
Born _in Caldwell,
Idaho,
STRATEGY
Due to · the interest in · the tion.
I
.

Psych Club revises
for F.a ll

■

club functions , a group of

, ,----------~----------'
.

.

.

TS.De11t10<n · Chic111

( f>~~MiPllllt~ l
I

_

I•
I

,

3336West Bryn Mawr- 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am --- 2 pm

Delicious Submarine Sandwiches
Home Made Chili""'."" Ice Cream
Homemade Soups
(Lentil, Chicken Noodle, Potato ,

I

I

_~

-

LOWEST HOURLY COST . ,•
OF AIY PROGRAM
,.

7s2·:·21·a·s test_•
JJlW

.
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L .A., his station manager
suggested that he change his
name. There were no Lujacks
in the L.A. phone directory so,
for $150 he changed his name,
Blankenburg? Lujack? Neither
one is worth forking out $150.
But his audience r~sponded
.well to his crude jokes and
witty remarks.
·
The CCAB Lecture Series
sponsored the event and
whether it was wise to spend
$500 to bring in a "celebrity"
to s·p eak to such a small
percentage of UNI ~tudents is
questionable, What is · obvious
though is that CCAB is trying
a good deal harder this year to
bring various forms of entertainment to UNL

.i:·························•..·-···············i
I Personal Photos j
I 00000000000000~
·:;:•
:g
Jg~
100
{Black & White}
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2 WEEKS ONL V OCT. 5-17

6~~~~::p:~.ES.

E 1976 VERSION OF
NOW AFTER 20 VTEE~~~sTtvN"AMIC MASTERPIEC
LEONARD BERNS
-.
--

I

I.

· - - --~ ~ ~,~ -- --~ - - ,

I - l~f1l[!J1F Jt ,-i f◄-] _
I
I
L.:..:L.:..! V L.:..'W ,
I · THIS WEEK ONLY
I·
I P.LUMPER _'S TURKEY I
.
SANDWICH
I
I REGULAR
99 ~ LARGE $ 1_98 I

·1
Tomato,Mushrnom Noodle ·
I
... Veg_etarian's Deligh_t_s
I • Moe, ALSO
Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted) I ,
Coupon expires 1017/76
J
IMMMMMMMM Good
■----------

1

I

--------------·----------it:>,fll'lfCl\JAf<Ri·
I ~IC (i()C)N , s i
penny wise&pound f"Oolish

'
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:•

•
:•
-:
:
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5911 N. Lincoln, Chicago, Illinois
Fo~sball ,:ourname·n ts
Every Sunday at 4 p.m.
_Money and Trophies

•

:
,:
•
:
•

•
•

~

-:!

Dancing -- Ga"'.'e Room
The BEST Char-broiled
Burgers iri the City! -

.

.-

SUNDAY:
8:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m. - FREE TACOS WITH EACH _DRINK
MONDAY: 9:00,p.m.~12:00 p;m. """'. PITCHER OF BEER.,..;. ONt.Y $1.50
TUESDAY: - 9:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. - FREE TASTEE PUP HOT DOGS '
WEDNESDAY. .
WITH EACH DRINK
AND THURSDAY:' 8:00p.m".-10:00p'.m.-BEER25,AGLASS
SATURDAY: 8:00. p.m.-10:00 p.m ...... BEER 10, A GLASS

•
••
:

__ : .

DANCES & SONGS YOU CAN'T FORGET!!

-: ··
:

10% Student Discount with 1.0 . at Box Office

.••

: .

·:

•:•

•
•·
••
••

•

•
: ,

"TO NIGHT" "MAR IA" "JET" " I FEEL PRETT Y"
"COOL" "AMER ICA" "G EE , OFF IC ER KRUPKE"
PRICES
Main Floor (Front)
Main Floor (Rear)
Balcony (Front)
Balcony (Middle)
_ -Balcony (Rear)

PREVIEW

$9.00
$7.50
$7.50
$5.50
"$4.00

WEEKDAY EVE. & MAT.

FRI. & SAT, EYE

$10.00
$8.50
$8.50
$6.50
',.$4.50

$12.00
$10.50
$10.50 $8.50
$6.50

~ERFORMANCE BATES: EVES. Oct.5, 6, 7,8,9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
8 PM ; M_ATS: Oct. 6, 9, 16, 2 PM; Sundays Oct. 10, 17 , 3 PM
Seats Now at Box Office & TICKETRO~J Outlets

Including Sears & Ward Stores
FOR GR -□ UPS 791-6190; Info. 791-6000

..•~··············. •·•···•·•. ····················~··........................._..,__...________....________....~~~:~:~:lace
_____.,
•
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ARIE CROWN THEATRE .
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Judge Putting on a Cowboy
Hat Contest ," and "Imitate
Judge Pu ttin g Objects in
Containers Contest."
Each child was allowed to
( cont'd from page 1)
keep the toys used in the
berg (3 ½ mo.), Ebony Romano Fieddeler (19 mo.), La Keisha
actual competition (e.g. cow(7 mo.), Michael Quinones Jr. Moses (19 mo. ), and Amy
boy hats, blocks, cups).
(8 mo.), Amanda Lee Snow (9 Lindahl (Polowczyk) (20 mo. ).
Separate
prizes
were
mo.. ), Robert Vdom Endo (11
Babies were divided into age
awarded to the winners of each
fno .), and Mark Veth (11 mo.). groups to compete in • the
event (e.g . $10 savings acChildren between the ages of various contest events; birth-6
counts, $15 gift certificate for
12-24 months participating in months , 7-9 , 10-12 , 13-15,
shoes, dictionaries, assorted
the baby contest were: Roldan 16-18, and 19-24. There were
Fisher Price and Playskool
Padilla (12 mo.), Douglas Sipp three games in each of the age
toys).
(13 mo.), Marcie June Mc- group divisions (totaling 18)
Students from Dr. Walker's
Daniel (13 mo.), Juan Pable including "the messiest and
television ~ilm class filmed the
Duntgman (14 mo. ), Joy Ann neatest eaters contest " in
events throughout the afterMenconi ( 14 mo . ), Melissa which children were each given
noon. The film is tentatively
McCarty (15 mo. ), Antonio ·a banana.
scheduled to be shown at the
LeMonte King (15 mo.), Eren
Other events included · ' UNI Right to Life meeting on
Star Padilla (17 mo.), Christie " Peek-a-Boo Contest, " "CrawlOctober 13, at 7:00 p.m. Room
Aronosegke (18 mo.), Zahi:a ing Contest, " " Drinking W areservations are not yet finalBirjandi ( 18 mo . ), Nicole ter from a Cup, " . "Imitate
ized.

Baby C~ntest

Photos: Carol Jean Zalatoris

,10,osmo11 tr,

5000 N. Kedzie 588-9775
,GAME ·R OOM - FOOS - ,DANCING

"01~ Style Oil Tap"
Mon day: 11 am-12 pm -

Big Pitch er of Beer

- $1.50
Tuesday: 7 pm-2 am Ladies N ite-M ixed
Drinks 25~; Blends 50~ (Ladies Only)
Wednesday: .7 pm-Midnite - 25~ Beer NiteStein of Old Style-is only 25~
Thursday: , 2 for 1 N ite - All Drinks are 2 for
the:Price of 1. (E~cept Bottle Beer)

EVERYDAY

PE

1/3 lb. Hamburgers $1.00, ½ lb. $1.50
Big Pitchers "Old Style"; 11-7 pm $1.50

ay,

ctober 1

Free Champagne, Prizes, Flowers for the Ladies

1, October, 1976

lree classifieds ·
for sale
FOR SALE:
a B.S.A. Motorcycle 1969, 250
c.c., 3,300 original miles, 55
M.P.G., stock condition with extra
chrome, new battery, $400, call
after 6:00 P.M., 456-5412
FOR SALE:
Stove, Tappan 30 inch, gold,
continuous cleaning oven, $125; air
conditioner J.C. Penney five room
capacity, 220 volt, $125. call
452-6057.
FOR SALE: 1976 Fiat 131 station
wagon, automatic, AM-FM Stereo,
. excellent condition, $4,200, call
342-4393 - - - . - - - - - - FOR SALE:
P .A. System, all original owner
and warranty, Altec 15's, Altec
Horns, Acoustic 850 Head (8
channel), 2 Shure mikes with boom
stands, mis~. cords, SEE Bob in
General Stores - Ext. 307.
HOUSEHOLD SALE
Saturday, Oct. 2, 10 A.M. - 5
P.M .
5709 N. Keystone (4034 W.)
Chicago, Ill.
(1 blk. North, 1 blk. West of
Pulaski and Bryn Mawr)
FOR SALE: Meerschaum Pipes,
hand-carved in Turkey, direct from
the importer at wholesale prices.
$3.00 and up. Call Steve at
478-1695 during the evening.

PICK UP EXCELLENT INCOME NEAR NORTHEAST•
ERN
We need students with high
income requirements to work out
of our national sales office on
Peterson . A venue. Experience a
plus but not necessary. We will
train you. Good working habits
and communication skills are a
must. Hiring now for 3·9 p.m.
positions. Phone immediately to
schedule an interview . Contact
Greg 478-9868.

Dear Judy:
I appreciate your little speech
Monday night. Remember, I owe
you one!
Bobby [not bass clarinet]
Dear Karen:
Today is the big day. Tell me,
how is the action in Wild Rose?
Know what I mean?
Jim
P.S. I still have your name tag, if
you want it back.

WANTED :
To .record off of a cassette or
8-track of this last March 's
Academy Awards telecast. Screen·
plays, Director, Actress, Actor,
and Picture winners only. Willing
to pay $10 for it. Call: (312)
775-1568.

personals
GOOD MORNING SLEEPY
HEAD.
Read your personals; there are
four others.

ooooooohhh
When I'm feeling low and
missing you, you know just what
to say to lif,t my spirits.
Crocodile Teats
Dear Fast Buck Freddie:
Why in the world should I have
been disappointed?
Second Choice
(Lindsaey who?)
Purchasing Dept. has cla_s~Red

ALINE,
Loved your "Bunny Hop," you
sho~ld do it more often, it doesn't
really embarass me, much.
· NICKLE & DIME NED

T.O.V.P.O.T.E.S.C.O.N.I.U.
I don't have the time or energy
to join any club on campus. I do
appreciate the invitation.
Robert Redford

[502)

[312]

Marty:
· Don't you wish you were a
hooker? Anyway-your conversa·
tion piece really work. You've
already met thousands of females.
And I mean thousands . . . I still
think you should wash your hat!
Shell

COME ON ALL YOU SCROTES,
JOIN THE ROSCOE RULES
FAN CLUB.
the C.B.s
TO THE BIG "A"
Make me an "A" too.

z

MIKE:
You know that we just can't
wait to see you each week with
your cute little contraptions,
trying to electrocute us everytime!
LAB 2-4

DEAR TOWN MARSHALL OF
PEMBROKE, KENTUCKY, US
of A,
Someone misses you and has
been driving us nuts telling ·us so.
We're taking up a collection to
buy her a bus ticket. By the way
we're planning to invade your
domain this fall, so get your
shotgun ready. Be seein' ya.
THE VETS CLUB

DEAR SWEET LIPS,
The blonde haired young stud in
the library can't stand the pain of
not knowing who likes his thighs.
Please identify yourself. I want to
meet you.
ANXIOUS

Sharon,
Didn ' t see ya Monday at
1:00 in the Unicorn. Hope ya had
a nice weekend. Hope to see ya by
today.
Quack, Quack,
Donald Duck

Dear Julie:
Thank you for your . nice
comments. It's so much easier to
maintain my willpower with those
thoughtful comments.
Jimmy
Olivia
You were a beautiful addition to
the party last week. We're all glad
you're with us.
Robert Redford

Dear Pie,
Never knew that you could
dance the light Fandango. Hubba
Hubba!!! When we gonna get
together and . . . each other???
Gotcha,
Bobby [Bass Clarinet)
---~--

Bobby [not bass clarinet] Redford,
I enjoy coffee with you . too.
· You're a nice person even though
y~u're not bass clarinet.
Love,
Judy
Joan K:
You better not move. Playing
pinball would never be the same
again!
Liz
Fricilone Jr.:
Funny you should get a
personal from me, I was just
thinking about you.
Your Secret Admirer

I

-

ALINE,
I don't care what anyone else
says, I still insist that your skates
don't touch the ice.
THE NIGHT TRIPPER

Bobby [Bass clarinet]
Thank you for making me so
happy. I'd rather be with you than
a case of Dannon raspberry
yogurt!
Love,
Judy
Doc,
Fie-Fie! Yes, · I'm disappointed
but after you rec~ver .. from '
amnesia please continue. I think
you drive devinely:
·

.

. Whoever said long distance is
the next best thing to being there
was wrong. It's not the next best
thing; it doesn't even come close
because . nothing can substitute
being held in your arms. But
sometimes the calls help.

Geographers where are you?
Geography Club

Dear Aline:
I wasn't loose Monday night.
Ah, what can I say?
Fast Buck Freddie

wanted

T.M.P.K:
August could never come soon
enough for me. See you in 14 days;
336 hours but who's counting.
There are 1still 8 left and I'll let you
count them when I see you.
Yankee Sweetheart

PERRY COMO:
Enjoyed oeing with you Thurs·
day evening but you know that ol'
song ... "I left my heart in P. K. "
C.J.
FREDRICK MARCH:
The tunneling stopped. We're
lucky we got out before the ' big ,
BOOM! Tell me, did you ever see
the film · where they came . up
·_thl-ough a small drainage hole in
the ·floor? Let's not make it easy
for them.
B.M.
~

POLICE LADY,
With you in the halls I always
feel secure. Just be careful when
you sit on chairs that you don't
get tied (or handcuffed) up. And
I'll bet you ti).ought I'd forget.
SHORT FAST EDDIE
ALINE:
Your new car is beautiful, but I
don't know how you will be able to
pay for it. Maybe the chief will
give you a raise.
. I want a C.remlin

PRINT
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Larry Bernstin,
Cottage Fries,
We want the game room back .
Have (or Hope you had) a nice
right now!!!
weekend. As of this writing, I'm
CC Team still depressed. Perhaps a rapid
flow ·of warm currents will help to
Kahrin:
break the cold front. Sleep well.
This is the personal I promised
J:t'rench Fries
you.
Bowb
Judy,
Pitter Patter,
I've heard complaints that the
143 K .K .H.H . knock, knock,
Student Senate signs do not
knock, knock, knock, knock. five
contain enough pumpkins. Do you
seven.
plan to alter that situation.
Bobby
As always,
Doc
" Take care! Don't do your
P .S. There's no law that says
good deeds publicly to be admired
pumpkins can't be green.
for ~hen you will lose the reward
from your Father in heaven.
Jimmy,
Matthew 6:1
Congradulations on your new
position. And you were worried.
Mother Watcher:
Remember, a rolling Bobobobobo
Don't you know by now that
gathers no moss.
you're the one who has sparked all
Me
my "creative juices"
P.S .. I need a van for the fifteenth.
The Godmother x 3 •
BIRD:
A.E.
CHEAP THRILLS like that
Hang in the;e, you're o.k.
even I don't need!!!!!!!!!!
M.E.
Kentucky Swede,
To the Hawkins:
You really know how to keep
· Who would have guessed that your woman happy 'cause C. J . is
we too would have a night (or
really flipped on you! Women are
morning) at the opera. (Your ole
so fickle. How do you manage to
golywumpus. )
·
keep her so loyal to you while
Ed you're out of state?
Guess who?
To Karen:
Happy Belated Birthday also
one sole screw at hanks
"Fat Daddy"
The title of Student Senate
President Emeratus should be
bestowed to Tom Lasser for · his
3½ years of dedicated service to
the students of Northeastern
Illinois University. Tom, we
sincerely appreciate all your
efforts and countless hours spent
in the office "burning the night
oil.'' Your name will long be
remembered and respected at UNI
by those students who love you.

.

-••

wanted
Part-time Typist Wanted: 60 wpm
with accuracy. 15·25 hrs. per week,
evenings and weekends (flexible).
Good pay. Firm located in Skokie,
car needed. If interested, call Mr.
Son at 677-4444 or 677-4445.

---·-·Drink & 9
. .
•
D ISCO
•

Bewitching hour
Midnight to 1 am-Sun thru Thurs
All drinks ½ off ... Heine kins 75c.

•
.•

Ladies' nights
Tues & Thurs
LADIES DRINKS-~ off.

•

Free danc~ Instruction
Make a date and d~nce yo~

•

~ootsles off.

•

Etcetera

• .

••
••e
•e
·-------·-·
•e
•ee
Cocktail hour 5 to 'J pm everyday
. Backgammon
Try a house drink

•

No call bnncls for special promotioas.

4535 N. Lincoln
Chicago 275-2680

•

PIGROAST

Sunday, October 3

•

•

.

Make Reservations by Friday, Oct. 1

•

$3.00 per person

.•

·-·-·------
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sports
Golf Team
Conti■

nues succe
· sses

by John Stepal

Th e mos t d ifficult thing
abou t golf is reading a
scorecard . Right, Doug?
That's right, a simple check
of a scor ecard may have
turned the season around in
Northeastern's favor last Fri- ·
day. Until then, it seemed that
we had beaten DePaul and
Lewis, but had lost to Loyola
by a s cant point margin .
Howev er ,
D oug
Chapin
t hought he had made an error
in reading the scorecard, and
the new total gave UNI a
two-point victory.
In terms of scores, it was a
also' a good meet for the
Eagles , as Steve Woj cik was
medalist with a one-over par
71, while John Reese, Dan
Levy , and John Ruszkiewicz
contributed 77's , and Mike
Setze carded a 78. The victory
put UNI clearly in first place
in the conference with a record
of 8-1. Friday's meet was
Loyola's first, so their record
is 2-1, and Lewis appears to be
out of it, having lost three
times already.

The Eagles' rise to the top is
noteworthy also. In two of the
three matches he has competed Steve Wojcik, has been
medalist, and appears to have
an excellent chance of winning
t he conference this year . A
· natural a thlete, Steve is very
m od est and underplays his
ability constantly. More will
b e h eard from him during
tennis season.
Mike Se t ze , who usually
does not get t he publicity he
deserves as the leading scorer
on the hockey team, is now
starting to receive some for his
golfing ability. Deemed by
Coach Tony Schimpf as a
" money" player, Mike is a
rugged competitor, and seems
to thrive on pressure situations.·
The two Johns, Ruszkiewicz
and Reese, are both consistent
performers. Ruszkiewicz is the
captain of .he team, and ·
always seems to come in with
a respectable score, while
Reese , a newcomer to the
team, just might be the best
shotinaker on the team. He'd

probably do even better if he
didn ' t have to lug that
ninety-three pound _ golf bag
with him.
Doug Chapin is probably the
longest hitter on the team, and
gives UNI a solid look at fifth
position, while Dan Levy is
the Eagles ' most improved
player. He has chopped five to
ten strokes off his scores last
year from last season, and
seems .to come in with a better
score every match.
When this comes out in
print, UNI will be 11-1 , having
won Wednesday 's match and
saddling Loyola wi t h their
second loss. Tomorrow Northeastern travels to Wisconsin,
where they are scheduled to
play in an invitational tournament against some really good
competition. It should be an
interesting weekend.

Despite a poor early showing,
UNI runners are confident ·
future victories. [Photos by
~olora Jung]

of

Tennis women
victors again
by Cindy Lou Berger

The Northeastern Women's
Tennis Team won their fifth
straight duel meet against St.
Francis, Friday with a total
team score of 7-2.
Individual victories . went to
Cindy Ruff, defending the
number one singles 6-2, 7-5.
Cindy's opponent used .a great
deal of under spin only to be
topped by Cindy's top spin.
Margie Ng took the second
singles without any problems,
6-3, 6-1. Kathy Zyrkowski split
sets before coming back to
destroy her opponent 6-1 in the
third set. Laura Zwolfer

her match 7-6, 6-4, serving two
big aces in the tie breaker. Lori
Franko had a .hard match
being defeated 3-6, 3-6. Kathy
Di Guardio held her composure
through three grueling sets
winning 7-5 in the third.
The doubles team of Cindy
Ruff and Margie Ng played
tenacious doubles racking up
a 10-2 victory. Kathy Zyrkowski and Laura Zwolfer came
through with a 10-9 victory.
Lori Franco and Kathy Di
Guardio were downed 7.:: 10 in a
close match.
The women's next duel meet
(CoJ!t'd on page 7)

jock -s horts
by Gary Staniec .

Fun loving, energetic, multitalented, UNI coeds need for
Porn Porn Squad -- tryouts
October 5, 7, and 12 in the
gym.
The Famous Express _winner of Intramural basketball, men's volleyball and coed
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Good Thru The
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early, limited seats are available.
Jeff Mortenson,
are you blocking or are you
trying out for the swim team.
Word has it that Dr. "Spin"
Salario and Dr. Etton are
stalling for winter. -How come?

~
I

::c
1::c

volley ball is going to defend
the Intramural Touch Football
championship evep. though
they haven't WOJ). it yet.
Home football game verses
Grand Valley State College. ·
Tomdarous 8 Luther North
Stadium, at 1 :30. Get there

onth Of October 1976
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On The Calculato"r Of Your Choice
Retailing For Over $20
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